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FOREWORD A Certain Expertise shows
our young race suddenly moving into
space. Empires had existed before us but
we had come from the fringe of the galaxy
and the older races were near the core.
Some races progressed slowly even though
they were much older due to their
bureaucracy.
Others
appeared
and
disappeared in the blink of an eye. We
were currently leaving a mark on our
galactic arm though our rediscovery of old
technology. We had overcome some of the
local competition and are probing deeper
toward our galaxy Core. We are searching
for the creators of the molecular circuitry
that can improve electronics or form
intelligent machines. We are also,
struggling with our humanity and facing
political jockeying at home due to radical
changes in longevity, energy availability,
and mobility. A societys standard of living
is based on the average energy available to
individuals and ours has just increased by
orders of magnitudes. The new power
sources and alien influences may be a bit
much for Earth should we even survive the
tourists and traders. The more advanced
species that are further inward on the spiral
arm are another kettle of fish altogether.
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